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finolex industries limited (fil) has been catering to the plumbing and the sanitary needs of people for over three decades. with over 30 years of technical expertise, finolex industries limited (fil) manufactures and supplies pipes for residential, commercial and
agricultural applications. based in india, it is the largest manufacturer of pipes and fittings for the plumbing and sanitary sectors and has a strong presence across the two main categories of plumbing-sanitation and agriculture. finolex industries limited (fil) is indias
largest backward integrated and most trusted manufacturer of pvc-u pipes and fittings for the plumbing-sanitation and agricultural sectors. fil was established in 1981, making pvc pipes from a plant in pune, maharashtra. today, it has two strategically located plants
in maharashtra, at ratnagiri and urse, and a third in masar, gujarat. with a distribution network that covers 900 dealers and over 21,000 retail touchpoints, all interconnected through nine branch offices across the country. offering a wide range of products in various
sizes, pressure classes and diameters suitable for diversified applications across the two main categories of plumbing-sanitation and agriculture. including agricultural pipes and fittings, casing pipes, column pipes, sewerage pipes, swr pipes and fittings, astm pipes
and fittings, cpvc pipes, and solvent cement for pipes and fittings across applications. finolex industries limited (fil) is indias largest backward integrated and most trusted manufacturer of pvc-u pipes and fittings for the plumbing-sanitation and agricultural sectors. fil
was established in 1981, making pvc pipes from a plant in pune, maharashtra. today, it has two strategically located plants in maharashtra, at ratnagiri and urse, and a third in masar, gujarat. with a distribution network that covers 900 dealers and over 21,000 retail
touchpoints, all interconnected through nine branch offices across the country. offering a wide range of products in various sizes, pressure classes and diameters suitable for diversified applications across the two main categories of plumbing-sanitation and
agriculture.
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Mid-cap stocks that have outperformed the market so far this year include Prince Pipes & Fittings Ltd (up 73.48% to date) and Finolex Industries Ltd (up 119.52% to date), both in the industrial capital goods sector. the finolex industries limited was incorporated in
1991 by chemplast group. chemplast group was established in 1969 and is one of the leading manufacturers of pipes & fittings in india. chemplast manufactures different size range of pvc pipes, cpvc pipes, fiberglass pipes, galvanized pipes, nylon pipes & pex pipes.

company also manufacture fittings such as flanges, valves, pressure regulators, clamps, o-rings, thread gauges, dust & gas covers, wire joints, electrical joints, elbows, tee connections, hanger fittings and much more. finolex industries limited is a leading pvc pipe,
cpvc pipe, fiberglass pipe, galvanized pipes manufacturers in india. it is a part of the one of the largest manufacturing company in india chempalst group also operates in home materials segment in india under the brand chempalst. read more about chemplast pipes

on chempalst website. a large part of the revenue growth in mid-teen years has been a result of the development of six and eight-foot pipes under the brand "chemplast". this helps in high growth of fittings segment, company is also expanding its manufacturing
capacity and capacity utilization at all its manufacturing facilities. the company has been maintaining a close equity relationship with its investors and is continuously providing value-added business opportunities for more investing in the company at the same time.

the company has a diversity strategy. 5ec8ef588b
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